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opposites attract

They say opposites attract, and this friendship is a clear example of how true that statement is. Yes, they've got

Amount things in common, like their love of small black Noun - Plural and rice krispie

Noun - Plural and their hatred of female Occupation - Plural , but they're personalities simply couldn't

be more different. Melanie is completely Adjective and this friend is Adjective and reserved but

it hasn't hindered them at all. They share a passion for great movies which leave you with the most quotable lines

like "you scratch my Body Part and I'll scratch yours," or "de ja jealous Girls Name ?" And though

you usually can't catch Melanie at Place on a Saturday night watching SNL live like her friend, she

definitely appreciates a great Gilly or Stephan skit as well. Melanie likes to think of herself as a

Adjective gal, and she definitely shares that attribute with this friend, who is the ultimate poem

Verb - ends in ER , and Melanie looks forward to her birthday post each year. Their friendship has been

through a lot over the years, and survived, from all of the times Melanie harassed this friend, grabbing her

Body Part on the reg, and when Melanie, being a nave high school senior "tested" her friend in a pretty

Adjective way. But that's not to say Melanie hasn't brought any Adjective memories into this

friends life, like the time she got her drunk for the first time and when Melanie encouraged her to make bad

decisions with certain people. But if we're being honest, Melanie doesn't just like this friend for her, she happens

to be Verb - ends in ED with this friend's family and wants to hang out with them every chance she can, and

though she has never made it to one of their infamous Holiday parties she definitely enjoys spending a

nice Relative - ends in S day gourmet Food meal with them instead. They've shared a bed many

times,



and even were roommates for one Adjective month, but what it comes down to is that this MANJ'S

Body Part is always one Melanie can always cry on, and there will clearly be many tears on the road to

Melanie's big day.

So, Full Name of a Person , will you please do me the honor of being my Noun as I Verb - 

Base Form Joseph Thomas Young at Vie on Sunday, May 25, 2014?
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